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Chapter Six.

GOLDEN CROSS:

OUTCROP SCALE.
VEIN SHAPES AND OPENING MECHANISMS.
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F ~ 57.
P Vein Shapes (after Gadsby, Sporli and Clarke, 1990).
Schematic summary of basic vein shapes formed by tectonic processes at Golden Cross and in
other deposits of the Coromandel Peninsula. These occur on a variety of scales.
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pi)'Initial'
Present
:onfiguration configurcrtion
V)

withleast
gaps is west-

upwards
shear, but
the edges of
the earlier,
crosscut dark
quartz vein
don't line up.

[vli) Matching
quartz vein on
either side of
calcite vein leads
to this initial
configuration.
There is significant
open space,
which may mean
in-out movement,
or erosion from
edge of calcite
vein has occurred.
mis is East upward
shear.
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rlii) Resent (ix) 'Initial'
onfiguratior configuration
with-gaps
is west-upwards
shear.
Significant gap
remain.
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(19 'Initial'

upwards shear;
as in (iii)for
south wall,
again leaves
gaps. These
l
i
m
are only s
larger than in
the best-fit
scenario for thc
NE wall shown
in [v].

F ~ 58.
P I r m l a r calcite vein from southern s art of main dme, 260RL.
The vein thickens significantly across the drive indicating rotation of the two blocks away
fkom one another in plan view. This means that there is at least some movement in-and-out
of the plane of the photographs.

(ii)

Inset. O m l m of ioa.

(a)Sinistral shear leads
to opening of jog.

(b) Spalling of clasts from top
wall of jog opens small vein.

(c) Present configurcrtion.

Fie 59. Dilational iog in calcite vein. North wall of small covey off main drive.
Opening of the jog was relatively simple and indicates top-to-the-west (norma1)shear.
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A l s o s e e s t i o n 8ofthe 1:50mapin
the pocket at the back of this thesis.

The two sides of the irregular vein do not
match. mis probably indicates the walls
have been eroded or d i e d .

Fip 60. Very wular and very irre@ar veins. west wall main drive. 260RL.
(i) and (ii) show a very straight sided vein, which follows an earlier feature (pyrite seam or
early shear). It is unclear how much shear accompanied opening, but filling seems to be
simple and symmetrical, probably in a single phase.
(iii) and (iv) show a very irregular-sided vein, which does not follow an earlier feature.
Brecciation of the country rock is mainly in the hanging wall of the vein, but also occurs in
the footwall where it is very steepvertical.

Also see section 8 of 1 :50 maps in pocket at back of this thesis.

F w 61. 'Mntuallv o e t ' veins. East wall. main d m e 260RL.
The steeply and shallowlydipping veins seem to offset one another. Initial
reconstruction assuming that the dark seams were originally one feature leaves
very irregular gaps that are difficult to explain. This means that this is probably not
the initial configuration of the blocks of country rock prior to formation of the
large veins. Figure 61 continues on the next page, where an alternative, more likely
initial configuration is presented.

(i)'Best-fr initial configuration prior to
opening of calcite vein. Faulting had
already offset the dark seam.

(ii)Opening of the shallowerclippingvein
and filling with calcite.

(iii)Opening of steeper vein leads
to present configuration. Notice that in
detail the photograph shows some
evidence that the steeper vein croscuts
the shallower, which fits with this model.

F w 6lctd. More likeh mechanism of oeeninp 'mutualh offset' veins fmm east wall of main
drive. 260RL exploration drive.
The best-fit configuration of country rock blocks indicates that some faulting occurred prior to
veining. The finalphase vein opened the earlier fault in the lower part of the picture, cut through
and offset the earlier, shallowly-dipping vein in the middle of the picture, and had a different
orientation above the pre-existing features, giving the appearance of a mutual offset (see a) of
inset).
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(iii)

Intersection lines of South
'limb'with top and battom
'limbs' are nat pamkl to one
another, but both plunge vest*- -

Intersection lines o
f north 'limb'with
top and bottom 'limbs' are parallel,
and plunge towards the SE.

II

Inset.
Possible outcrop patterns if the
wall were cut back a few metres.

Fig 62. 'Mutually o f k t t i n Veins',
~
East wall, main drive. 260RL exploration drive.
The cross-pattern in the outcrop shown in (i) is not as simple as it first appears. The north
and south 'limbs' of the cross are oriented differently to one another and are not two
segment of a single, continuous, feature. This is apparent in the block diagrams in (iii) and
(iv). If the outcrop were cut back a few metres or so, the pattern seen would be quite
different (seeinset).
The outcrop is also shown on section 8 of 150 map in the pocket at the back of this thesis.

OPENING MODEL 1

Rockbotts are 30cm long.

Opening of dilational jog
OPENING MODEL 2.
Transform first

Transform opening on edge
Of dibhCM'

7'

Jog second

. . . - . . . .

..

7

Dilation I opening of large vein, dextra
shear opening of smaller veir

. .

s

. - . . . .. .

This model results in this side
being crooked rather than
straight, as observed, and
therefore does not work.

F b 63. open in^ model for lawe calcite vein, east wall of main drive of 260RL
ex~lorationdrive.
Model 1, with dilationaljog formation first,followed by transform opening accompanying
movement along a small fault then dilation of the north dipping vein, approximates the
observed geometry very well.
Model 2, with transform first followed by dilationaljog formation, does not work so well.
The outcrop is shown on section 9 of the 150 map in the pocket at the back of this thesis.
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(ii) Main thick veins at north of section.

w-

0

(iii) Thinner veins above these.

(v) Other intersections below them.

A l l stereonets are lower hemisphere,
equal area projection.

h

These veins are a few metres south of the
photograph, and are also shown in section 9
of the 1 :50 map in the pocket at the back of
this thesis.

F ~- 63
P ctd. Intersection lines of veins in outcro~shown on the previous pape.
Intersection line orientations vary systematically with location within the outcrop. Intersections of
the thicker veins, or those above them plunge NW. Those from the thin veins beneath the larger
veins tend to plunge NE.
This outcrop probably represents three-dimensional strain.

WnA
Thin vein has
similar number of
phases to thicker
two veins.

C

Vein c

Simple, A
symmetrical
fill

complex fill.
Possiblydue to
hydrological factors.

Rockbolt is 30cm bng.

More relative movement of block 3 vs blocks 1 & 2
than between blocks 2 & 3 indicatesthat shear
opening predominates in the lower two veins .

Inset. Comwrlson with Momnent of conlwate shears
A set of brittle conjugateshears that are oriented sirnilarty to the veins m this example would
have the o w e shear sense. In simple conjugate shears the acute wedge moves
towards the intersectionline (he.the compression axis lies in the acute bitrbcof the two
example of ihe triple junction o
f veins presented here, the acute wedge
planes].In
moves away from lhe intersection line (i.e.extension occurs in the acute bisectrbc]. Note
however, that the orientation of the extension axis associatedwith the conjugate shears in
the inset frts wdl with the perpendicular opening of the top vein (i.e. relab movement of
blocks 18 2). In other words, the orientation of axes of stress and stran within lhis triple
junction pattern are not immediateh/-idly
since the amount of mavement 'in
and OMof the dane of the outcrop is not known.

Fip 64. Opening of t r i ~ l einnction of veins from North wall of northern crosscut.
The thickness of the three veins indicates that shear opening was more significant in the lower two
veins than the uppermost vein. The movement of block 3 is akin to, but not exactly the same as, the
movement of the block between two conjugate shears (see inset). The outcrop is shown on section 12
of the 1:50 maps in the pocket at the back of theis thesis.
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intersection line
mree veins.

True opening direct'm must fall
within this plane (opening plane),

[ii)

of wall

F ~ 64ctd.
P
T r i ~ l eiunction of auartz veins.
(i) Three-dimensional block diagram of the triple junction pattern shown on previous page.
(ii) Stereographic plot of triple junction pattern. The common intersection line may be
related to 0,. The 'apparent opening direction' plotted is that for the outcrop plane. The true
movement vector of block 3 relative to blocks 1 & 2 is not known, since the amount of
movement in and out of the outcrop plane is not discernable. The true vector must fall
within the 'opening plane', which contains the apparent opening direction and the
intersection line of the veins. The exact relationship of this opening plane to the principal
axes of stress and strain is not known.
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The maln Empire Veln Is a few metres west of this picture,
This shallow veln branches from it, but the exact nature of the crosscutllng relatlonshlp Is obscured by beams,
Elsewhere footwall veins are reported to be coeval with, or postdate the maln vein but never to predate It,

kc-

Vein Is thicker where it Is shallowly dlpplng,
Complex vein fill.
More black slllca lnflltrates (hence more c6mpllcated
-fill),

b

Vein thins where it is steeper,
Simple vein fill,

F ~ 65.
P Panorama of shallowlv dippin? 'footwall' vein from the north wal of the north crosscut.
The thick, shallowly dipping vein and reverse jog at the eastern end of the vein indicate that the least principal stress was roughly vertical at the time of
opening. The fact that the vein is thicker where it dips most shallowly may also indicate that lateral flow of hydrothermal fluids was more significant than
vertical flow in this part of the system, especially during the early phases of filling.
The outcrop is also shown in section 12 Of the 150 map in the pocket in the back of this thesis.
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The rockbolts are 30cm long,

Black material InflRrates In a very
putchy, Irregular fashlon.

Faulting occurs along this plane,

I

\

Foslbiy faulting along

\

Possible faults

I \.

d

This laver Is larue black vein in a w c ~

surface

F ~ 66.
P Panorama of the main orebodv of the 'Ern~ireVein', south wall of the south crosscut. 260RL.
The vein is disrupted by faulting, mainly parallel to the banding. Growth indicators show disruption of banding by faults.
i
The late black material infiltrated in a very irregular pattern- possibly due to the earlier material having an open, vuggy nature, br
opening of jog-like structures during faulting, or the black material may have 'intruded' from out of section, and separate fingers
amalgamate to give an irregular, patchy appearance.
This outcrop is also shown on section17 if the 1:50 maps in the pocket at the back of this thesis
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1

Lame Mack vein is amox. 1m wide.

brset.lnf2bbld~crwntrvrodcb-dark.
A stepping vein opens then branches from Ihe step isolatinga country rock rhomb. Later veining resuR
inbwdeningofthe~,andsmoofhhgofIhestepphgedgesSeparate~maynotbe
dstinguMcUe If the ir minerdogy is simllar.

Fir 67. Larpe black vein. end of ore drive on north wall of south crosscut of f6ORL (main
orebodv of the 'Em~ireVein').
This picture is opposite the panorama in the previous diagram, the black vein being equivalent
to the large black band labelled in that figure, and is traceable across the ceiling. Here the
fissile texture, planar fabric, presence of dilationaljog and disrupted band west of the black
vein phase are again suggestive of faulting after the black vein phase, but prior to calcite vein
formation.
The outcrop is also shown on section12 of the 150 map in the pocket at the back of this thesis.
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Rockbolts are 30cm long.

Coloured outlines show
different phases.

Silica rim to
calcite vein.Calcite vein has
vague banding.

his is the
mme phase

lnset 1. w n i n g mechanism for large awdz vein.

rlKlF]

White silica is the first phase, followed by the cream-colouredsilica, and lastty the
Mack silica, which beaks through along the edge of the earlier vein in the bottom of
the picture, but then cuts across the vein disrupting the creamcoloured phase.
lnset 2. Fomwtion of lame calcite vein.

F ~ 68.
P S i m ~ l ebanded quartz vein crosscut by late calcite vein. south wall,
north crosscut. 260 RL.
-81-
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Chapter Seven.

GOLDEN CROSS:

MAP SCALE.

PATTERNS OF VEINING.

(i) East wall of main drive (section9 of 1 :50
map in map pocket).

S

(ii) East wall, main drive (section 8
on 1 :50 map in map pocket).

metres

0

1

(iii) East wall, main drive (section
8 on 1 : 50 map in map pocket).

2

I Simplified representpion of veins. I

F ~ 69.
P Mar, scale structure.
Simple rectangular patterns in calcite veins in the northern part of the main
tunnel of the 260RL exploration drive. (i) is northernmost and (iii) is
southernmost example.
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(i)

These sets are the incoming of
the triangular pattern overlain on

N

I

metres

0

I

1

1

Schematic representationof the vein sets.

1
%

I

0

metres
I

1

1 Simplified vein pattern. I
Fie: 70. M ~ scale
D structures.
Calcite Vein patterns from the east wall of the main tunnel of the 260RL exploration
drive.
Sketches from section 4 of the 150 maps presented in the map pocket.
These sketches are slightly further south than those in the previous diagram, (i) being the
northernmost of the two. New vein sets overlay a triangular pattern over the rectangular
pattern seen to the north.

schematic sketch of vein:

8'
[ii)
S

Schematic sketch of veir

Schematic sketch of veins

*

Fig- 71. M ~ scale
D structure.
Patterns of thinner calcite veins from the west wall of the main tunnel of the
260RL exploration drive.
These are shown in section 7 of the 1:50 maps in the map pocket.
Both rectangular and triangular patterns are present.
(i) is the northernmost example and (iii) is the southernmost.

Fip 72. Map scale ~atterns.
Vein patterns from the west wall of the main tunnel of the 260RL exploration dnve.
Sketches of the largest veins from section 7 of the 1:50 map in the map pocket.
(ii) is the furthest north and (v) is the furthest south.
The veins show two main apparent dips in this section (i).
Most veins fit well with these two orientations, some are slightly steeper.

North wall of south
crosscut of 260RL
exploration drive,

'ji j) Section 16,

South wall of south crosscut,
260RL exploration drive,
eastern end.

further west than (ii).

Section 1 7,
South wall of south
crosscut of 260RL
exploration drive,

I

Fip 73. Map scale structure.
Carbonate veins patterns of the south crosscut, 260RL exploration drive. Once again,
triangular and parallelogram patterns are present overlain on a rectangular pattern.
Shallow apparent dips are common.

Thin, shallow veins mainly

fewer. Steeper veins
remain important.

Fie 74. Map scale structures.
Calcite vein patterns from the south wall of the south crosscut (hrther west than
sketches in fig 73). This outcrop is shown on section 5 on the 150 map in the map
pocket.
Rectangular patterns are important, especially in the thinner veins throughout the
section. The thicker veins tend to be steep, and represent part of the rectangular
pattern. Some veins bring in the triangular pattern.

E

Calcite breaks out

b

metres
0:2
0:4

0:6

w

>quivalent to 21 0-230169-85Wof south crosscut.

F ~ 75.
P Map scale structures.
Calcite vein from the south wall of the north crosscut, 260RL exploration Drive.
Thick, shallow-dipping calcite vein with thinner, steeper veins branching below it. Again, this
pattern is similar to those already seen, with the shallow set being part of the 'rectangular'
pattern seen elsewhere.

Chapter Eight.

GOLDEN CROSS:
SYSTEM SCALE.

ORIENTATION ANALYSIS OF THE
QUARTZ AND CALCITE SYSTEMS.

f intersectionline%

-

E

( ~ iIntersection
)
lines of quartz
quartz-carbonate veins.

This great circle was
generated from the SSWplunging cluster of
intersection lines.

1 1 2

16-7

Fig 76. Orientation data for auartz and auartz-carbonate veins at Golden Cross.
The most obvious great circle spread of poles is shown in (ii). The moderately WNW-plunging
cluster of intersection lines may be equivalent to this spread.
The great circles shown on the plot of intersection lines in (iii) are all generated using clusters on
the poles plots in (ii). Although there is limited data for intersection lines, it appears that these great
circles do pick out a spread, which can be taken to be of some significance. Most intersection lines
plunge very shallowly. A significant horizontal cluster, trending NE-SW is parallel to the tilting
axis in the area and may represent o,.There are two main clusters of intersection lines in veins that
have a simple, stepping geometry (iv). All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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Before Tilting

Some normal faults opening
Before Tilting
Few reversefaults I =bSveins
p'
Joints opening ,
& as veins / ...- owning as veins
Poles spread in
profile plane
i.e. o,a,plane.

Tension gash:

I

I=,

Poles spread in
*bedding plane

Due to the stress field, normal faults may have
formed in the orientations indicated, and on a
variety of scales, with some opening out as
J
shear veins. (This may include the Empire Fault
Most veins open in tensior
Zone itself]. Due to the necessary variations in
gash orientation. Others
the stress field , some reverse faults may also
open up joint sets. Veins
have formed and opened as shear veins.
'32
tend to be steep-vertical
Poles tend to spread in a NW striking plane
with a range of strike
across
stereonet, with most trending horizontal
)=principal stress axl
orientations and therefor€ (=pole:
SE (tensiongash orientation),Intersections tend
have vertical intersection jize of pole reflects to be horizontal NE-SW. If o,also rotated a little
lines and poles that
umber of defects
in the horizontal plane, intersection lines would
3xpected In that
tend to spread around the primitive in the NE
xientation
and SW quadrants.
o1

After Tilting.
(iv)

After Tilting.
(iii)

parallel tp o,

0

Tension gash now
plunges moderately SE.
Poles to opened out
joints tend to plunge SE,
and spread around the

GI

0,

moderately
'bedding plane.'
SE dipping
Intersectionsnow plungc
moderately NW, parallel
to the o, rotated
orientation.

intersect
of pole
shallow SW reflects number

Most poles plunge in the SE
quadrant, and may tend to spread
across stereonet in the plane that is
perpendicular to a,. Note that
intersectionlines will not change very
much during the tilting, still on the
whole shallow and trending shallow

sW

of defects
expected in
that orientation

_I

Overall paitern is a combination of (iii) and (iv). The poles tend to fall in the SE quadrant, with
a range of plunges, and strikes, intersection lines tend to be shallow- horizontal, with another
cluster plunging moderately NW,

Fip 77a. Model I for the formation of the Golden Cross quartz system.
o,is initially vertical, o,is horizontal SW and o,is horizontal SE. Most veins form by
opening as tension gash ((i) and (ii)), some by opening pre-existing joints (see (i)) and
some by opening faults (see (ii)). In addition, some rotation of o, within the horizontal
plane could cause spreading of intersection lines around the primitive. Subsequent tilting of
all these planes ((iii) and (iv)) and interaction of all sets leads to the observed patterns of
vein poles and intersection lines shown in fig. 76.
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E

1111111111
Joint pattern in country rock initially steep-vertical.(Probably
columnar jointing). Eastwards tilting rotates joints to dip to the west

ii)

iii)

Maybe major normal fault forms parallel tc
some joints and later becomes locus of
veining. (Normalfaulting is postulated
because of steep dip of 'Empire Fault
Zone')

Stress system rotates to give vertical
0,. This tends to reactivate preexisting fractures as reverse shears (or
reverse shear-veins if they open up),
Offset on Empire Fault Zone,

-

But if 0, were fixed and o, ,03rotated
slightly, the same, steep fracture would
be opened or sheared in a normal

(iv)

New fractures would ideally open as
reverse conjugates and horizontal tension
gash.

Horizontal
intersection '

ev rse conjugates.
"2

'

However, with pre-existingfabric dipping
westwards it is probable that the west dipping
plane would form and/or open more readily, and
possibly steeper than the ideal,
noderately plung
7tersection line

ead

If o, were fixed and o, lo, could rotate a
little planes would form as shown.
Alternatively, a similar pattern would
form if initial (columnar)joints were
favourably oriented. The moderately
plunging intersection line would have
been vertical prior to tilting.

Fip 77. Model 2 for the formation of the Golden Cross Quartz svstem.
Jointing and tilting is followed by possible normal faulting and then a reverse system that
allows opening of defects and formation of tension gash veins. The stress system rotates a
little to give the observed spreads of poles and intersection lines. Note the similarity of
the pattern shown in (vi) with the pattern of observed poles/intersections in fig 76.

(iii) Poles to all carbonate veins.

( i ~Pol
) es to all thickest, straightest,
most continuous carbonate veins.

.a

FiP 78. Poles to carbonate veins from the 260RL exploration drive of Golden Cross
under~roundmine.
(i) The overall pattern of poles is very diffuse.
(ii) Contoured plot of all poles,
(iii) Contouring highlights NE and NW striking great circle spreads.
(iv) The plot of the thickest, straightest, most continuous veins shows very similar spreads to
those on plot (iii), which also includes thin and irregular veins.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

-

(i) lntersection ines of all carbonate

veins, from main drive and crosscuts.

(ii)
- - Great circle spreads of carbonate
intersection lines.

I

U

u
a@

t

(iii) lntersection lines of carbonate

(- i ~
)
lines of carbonate
- intersection
veins from both crosscuts.

2f
W
21

50 points

(V) lntersection lines of stepping

r

Fip- 79. Intersection lines of carbonate veins from the 260RL exploration drive at Golden Cross.
(i) Most intersections plunge NW.
(ii) Two great circle spreads (166150W and 058157N) have roughly equivalent clusters on the plot of
poles). The third, indistinct spread is actually generated using the plot of poles. This lends support to
the validity of this spread.
(iii) and (iv). The intersection lines have a slightly different pattern in the main drive/crosscuts. This
is probably in part due to sampling error with the different orientation of the tunnels. However, the
carbonate veins from the crosscuts, where they are in close proximity to the quartz veining, show a
pattern of intersections that is very similar to that for simple, stepping quartz veins (v). This may
indicate that the earlier quartz influenced the pattern of the carbonate veins.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

(i) Krantz model I.

x = pole to Krantz plane.
x&,= principal strain axis.
(iii) Krantz model II.
Krantz poles overlain
on plot of all poles,

(iv) Krantz model II.
Krantz planes overlain on
plot of all intersection lines.

Fip 80. Orthorhombic 3-D strain (Krantz) model for the Carbonate svstem at
Golden Cross.
The Krantz model is applied to plots of all poles (i) and (iii) and intersection lines (ii)
and (iv) of carbonate veins on the 260RL exploration drive.
(i) and (ii) show poles to Krantz planes, and Krantz planes themselves respectively,
overlain on observed data. Similarly in (iii) and (iv), which presents an alternative
Krantz model.
Neither of the two models fit perfectly, since poles to the model planes do not lie in the
major clusters, and nor do model planes intersect in observed plane intersection clusters.
However, it is apparent that strain is three-dimensional.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

(i) Hardincr model I,
Harding planes overlain on
plot of all intersection lines,

xe,= principal strain axis.

. . vemca.sc? . .

I
le
I
d
90 80 70 60 50 4 0 M 2 0 1 0 0

(iii) Hardina model II.
Harding poles overlain
on plot of all poles.

(iv) Hardina model II.
Harding planes overlain on
plot of all intersection lines.

Fip 81. Hardinp model for the Carbonate svstem at Golden Cross.
The Harding model is applied to plots of all poles (i) and (iii) and intersection lines (ii)
and (iv) of carbonate veins on the 260RL exploration drive.
(i) and (ii) show poles to Harding planes, and Harding planes themselves respectively,
overlain on observed data. Similarly in (iii) and (iv), which presents an alternative
Harding model.
The Harding model satisfies the carbonate data better than the Krantz model, with
Harding poles falling in clusters of observed poles and Harding planes intersecting in the
vicinity of clusters of observed intersection lines. The fit is not perfect, but a fairly good
description of the three-dimensional strain represented by the carbonate system.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

I
I
IE,

~otationof principal axes of strain.

Ey remained horizontal but rotated to NNE-NE.
rotated to a moderate NW plunge.

Ex rotated to a moderate SE plunge.
This new stress regime a) acts upon pre-existingfractures (jointslquarlzveins and b) Causes nev
fractures to open, apparently according to Harding model.
c) If the pre-existing planes also opened as veins (as suggested by common quarlz rims to
carbonate veins), then intersection lines ought to reflect 'old' and 'new' systems.

a) Reactivation of old fractures.
Moderate-steepNW dipping structures were reactivated with reverse shear,
whilst horizontal structures had top to NW shear, as shown in cross-sections,

b) The most likely Harding planes to have formed

under the new regime were the favourably oriented
conjugate shears and the tension gash, Their
orientations are shown. (Other Harding planes may
have formed too,)
0 2

es of
note veins
e crosscuts.

,,

Intersection lines of all
carbonate veins from
260RL exploration driv

Compare model with observed
for intersection lines of
carbonate veins- especialty data
sscuts, in close proximity to
ng quartz system..

Fip 82. Model for the formation of the Carbonate svstem at Golden Cross.
Re-orientation of the stress-system results in formation of a new set of fractures, as well
as reactivation and opening of pre-existing fractures.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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(i) Poles to fault planes .
4

Kev.
x

= pole to early fault (pre carbonate) (8 poinl

X= pole to late fault (post carbonate) (42 poinl
=striation on fault plane (34 points).
= two points (striations).
=m-axis for striated fault plane (34 points),
= two points (m-axes).

\

Vectical angb s o b
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(ii) Striations 02 fault planes.

Inset to show relationship between
fault plane, slip direction, m-plane,
m-axesand principal axes of stress.

-

32

5

(in simplest case
this parallels 0,)

(iii) M-axesfor striated fault planes,
35

N

31
30

2*

Fig 83. Faults. striations and M- lanes from the 260RL exdoration drive at Golden Cross.
Most of the faults- and all faults with observed striations- formed after the carbonate veins.
Some of the faulting is strike-slip.
There is a lot of variation in the orientation of both striations and m-axes.
These variations may be used to analyse the stress system (see fig 84).
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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Inset to show svstematic variations in fault
svstem.
Yaw and roll cause great circle scatter of maxes.
Yaw and pitch cause great circle scatter of
ToFAULT striations.
Roll and pitch cause great circle scatter of
poles to fault planes.

(ill)Poles to fault planes should spread
in the 'roll' and 'pitch' planes,

(lv) Striations should spread in the 'yaw'
and 'pitch' planes.

Fig 84. Analvsis of sureads of m-axes. striations and Doles to faults. fSporli and Anderson. 1984)
Inset shows how there may be some systematic 'wobble' of the fault system around the principal stress axes. These are
analogous to the roll, pitch and yaw of navigation and represent three mutually perpendicular planes. Inset also shows how a
different pair of these three planes affects each of the data sets.
(i) Two mutually perpendicular planes of spread are identified for m-axes. These are a horizontal plane, and vertical NNEstriking plane. These must represent the 'yaw' and 'roll' as defined by the inset.
(ii) The plane that is mutually perpendicular to the 'yaw' and 'roll' (i.e vertical plane striking WNW)is the 'pitch'. The
principal stress axes lie at the intersections of these three planes. Since only scratch striations were present, and no movement
sense indicators it is not possible to distinguish with certainty which axis is which. Note the similarity of principal axis
orientations with those from earlier phases of deformation.
If the analysis of the pattern of m-axes were correct, one should also see congruent spreading patterns in fault poles and
striations. (iii) shows that there is a horizontal spread of poles, indicating that this represents the 'roll' spread as defined. The
'pitch' plane -WNW-vertical is not very well developed, although many poles do cluster loosely ESE and WNW. In (iv) the
same spreads are compared to the plot of striations. The WNW- vertical 'pitch' is again only vague, but the NNE-vertical
'yaw' is better developed, similar to how it shows up in the m-axis data.
This interpretation is supported by three observations. a)The fact that the three data sets show a congruent pattern, with each
affected by a different pair of the three spreads, b) that each of that the 'roll', 'pitch' and 'yaw' are developed to a similar
degree in the data sets in which they are represented, and c) the similarity of the system's orientation with earlier phases of
-99deformation.

Fip 85. connect in^ c at terns of networks.
Schematic diagram to show how identical fracture patterns may intersect in different ways,
resulting in a differently shaped fracture network. In three-dimensional networks the two
scenarios would give identical plots of poles, but different plots of intersection lines.
Water flowing through the network would take a different path through each example.
Note that the first example in (i) and (3) is reminiscent of the stepping geometry of the quartz
system at Golden Cross, whilst the second, in (iii) and (iv) is reminiscent of the 'rectangular
with superimposed triangular' pattern described for the map-scale calcite veining of the 260RL
exploration drive.

Chapter Nine.

GOLDEN CROSS:
OPEN PIT.
THE STUCTURE OF
'THE EMPIRE STOCKWORK ZONE'.

Fip 86. Location of the 390RL bench in the open pit at Golden Cross.
he map shows the open pit as it was in August 1992. The pit was eventually cut
down to the 290R.L-almost linking with the topmost level of the underground
workings.
The topmost bench with significant veining is the 390RL. A detailed map of the
veins in this bench is presented in fig 87.

Poles to veins

Intersectionlines of veins.

Fie 88. M i c a 1 detail in the western zone of the 390RL bench of Golden Cross oDen pit.
The wall is approximately vertical.
Veining is very regular, and the strain is essentially two-dimensional (spread of poles in NWvertical plane has a cluster of intersection lines at its pole- plunging horizontal NE).
See fig 87 for location.
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Poles to veins

Intersection lines of veins.

hkd.ndBrcde

%b

Fiw- 89. h i c a l detail in central 'hard-bar' zone of the 390RL bench of the Golden
Cross own pit.
The wall is approximately vertical.
Veins are sparse and thin. The country rock has blocky joints.
Most poles fall into the SE quadrant, whilst intersection lines tend to plunge northwards.
See fig 87 for location.

Poles

Intersection lines.

Fb 90. Tv~icaldetail in the eastern zone of the 390RL bench wall.
The wall is essentially vertical.
Veining is more irregular than in the western zone.
See fig 87 for location.

INTERSECTION LINES

POLES
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;equivalent to NW plunging cluster on poles plot.

Intersectionsvary, plunging ir
all quadrants except SE. Thi!

(iii)
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HARD-BAR)
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I
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29 points

45 pants

Poles Dlunge
.
- in
SE quadrant.
hese poles similar

Clustering shaliow-

EASTERN
ZONE
juggestio6 of st&b E
3ippin~
spread
Vertical-steep

poles, NWIv, simila ague spread present
to western zone.

(viii)

Sianificant
cluster of intersectior
"
, horizontal NE-SW, eauivale

ALL DATA
FOR 390RL
SECTION.
parallel cluster.

perpendicular pole

f i 91.
~ Orientation data from the 390RL bench of the Golden Cross Open Pit.
There are significant differences between the three zones, but the combined plot gives a
relatively simple picture. Poles tend to be bedding-parallel or perpendicular, with a broad
NW-SE spread. Spreading of intersection lines reflects the cluster of poles plunging NW (i.e.
bedding-parallel veins), and the presence of a significant NE-SW cluster of intersections,
equivalent to the main spread on the poles plot indicates that the deformation is essentially
two-dimensional (plane) strain.
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CENTRAL ZONE

WESTERN ZONE
"

EASTERN ZONE,

L

s

F ~- 92.
P C o m ~ a r i norientations
~
of different t v ~ e of
s intersections in the three zones.
Within each zone all of the intersection types show a similar pattern. The pattern varies, though,
from zone to zone.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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Chapter Ten.

DISCUSSION ON THE
EPITHERMAL DEPOSIT
AT GOLDEN CROSS-

. RSL

D
LITHOLOGY
oa
wb
r

Whakarnoehau Andesite
'Waitekauri beds'
undifferentiated rhyolites

SYMBOLS

\ Fault
Lithologic
contact
Quartz vein

Waiharakeke Dacite

'upper' member
'middle member breccia'
'middle' member
'lower' member

U

Waipupu Formation
'Golden Cross' porphyry
"Candle' member
'Empire' member
'Monroe' member

/

Open-pit outline

F ~- 93.
P (After Mauk et al, 1998.) Cross section through Golden Cross
e~ithermaldeposit.
The mapping in Mauk, Begbie and Sporli, 1998, shows that the country rocks in
the hanging wall of the deposit are steeply dipping Coromandel Group volcanics,
whilst those in the footwall are shallowly dipping (i.e. post-tilting) Whitianga
Group volcanics. If this mapping is correct, it follows that the veining itself must
also be post tilting, despite what the authors assert.
Their mapping shows the location of the Empire Fault Zone, which provided a
locus for fluid flow and opened out as the Empire Vein Zone. This was exploited
in the Golden Cross Underground Mine.

Chapter Eleven.

THE MATAWAI
EPITHERMAL DEPOSIT.

Fig 94. Location map for outcrops at Matawai.
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Fip- 95. Rectan~ularoattern at outcrop 1 of the track seetion.
(i) Sketch of rectangular vein network at outcrop 1.The outcrop plane
is roughly horizontal.
(ii) Stereographic plot of vein planes and poles.
The pattern is orthogonal -octahedral.

The outcrop plane is 081120s

/

29

Fie. 96. Rectandar pattern at outcrop 2 of the track section.
(i) Sketch of the vein pattern at outcrop 2. The outcrop plane dips
shallowly south. Inset of the rectangular network shows the labelling of planes
referred to in the text and the stereonet plots.

(ii) Stereonet plot of all the veins of the rectangular network.
(iii)-(vi) Stereonet plots showing four different ways of plotting the
rectangular pattern. These plots are presented to investigate whether any of
the veins are more significant than others in defining the rectangular network,
and to show the range of possible three-dimensional patterns that describe
the rectangle. See inset of (i) for the labelling of veins.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

(ii)W

s and 'modal planes.'

(iv) v)es to pl6nes forming
observed intersections.

i)Pbles and great circle spreads
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F ~ 97.
P Plots of all data for outcror, 2 of the track section.

pdetO'MobdmrlC

Stereographic plots of all vein poles (i)-(iv) and intersection lines (iv)-(vi), along
with their main clusters and great circle spreads. See fig 96 for a sketch of the
outcrop. (vi) is essentially an orthorhombic pattern and is almost identical to
the pattern presented in fig 96(vi) for the rectangular part of the outcrop. The
two steep planes could, though, represent strike slip conjugates and the two
shallower planes conjugate reverse faults, if a Harding model is applicable
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

[ iPoles of planes forming
observed intersections.

(iii)Great circle spreadsof poles and their
equivalent stcrtistical intersection lines.

(vi) Great circle spreads of intemtions

(v) Clusters of intersectionlines and
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Fie- 98. Plots of all data for track outcro~s.
(i)-(iv) Poles to veins and 'shears', (iv)-(vi) intersection lines.
The plots of clusters of poles@) /great circle spreads of intersection lines (vi) have only one
common plane. The plots of great circle spreads of poledclusters of intersection lines (iii) and (v)
have two common planes -the horizontal plane on (iii) being equivalent to the shallow-dipping
planes on (v).
The similar spread of poles and intersection lines in the vertical NW-striking plane should be
noted. This is partly due to the orthogonal nature of the pattern, but may also be, in part, due to
folding.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection
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I-

Inset to show relationship between reverse faults, structurally
necessary fdds and Harding tension gash orientation.
Hardingtension gash
oriqtdion

I

~ o a i e n6i-n
a Bover and Elliott 11982)

i)All Hart g planes overlain on plot of all intersection lines.

,.......*

Vertical angle scale
90 80 m 60 5 0 4 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 "

(ii) All Harding poles overlain on plot of all vein poles.

Fb 99. hard in^ model for the track outcrop data.
(i) Ideally the observed intersection lines should spread around the Harding planes and
cluster where they intersect. There could be additional spreads from NW-SE if folding
accompanies the faulting.
(ii) The observed vein poles should cluster in the Harding poles. The reverse faults are not
ideally oriented, since they are perpendicular to one another. This may be related to folding.
Poles should spread between the predicted Harding poles. It should be noted that the
prominent cluster
of poles taken to be the tension gash orientation consists of open veins,
whereas most of the plane s close to the Harding reverse faults are planes that remained
closed.
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(ii)Poles to veins and modal plane. (iii) Pdes used to derive observed intersection lines.
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(i)

observed intersection lines.

(v) Great circle spread of intersection lines
(modalplane) and its pole.

t

Fip 100. SE Section of roadcut outcrop.
The modal plane from the cluster of poles (ii) is slightly different from the modal plane from the
spread of intersections (v). The difference is due to the very limited data set. Notice that the modal
plane in this part the outcrop is very different from that in the middle part of the section (fig 10I),
but very similar to that in the NW of the outcrop (fig 102).
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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f
PLANE OF SECTION DIPS STEEPLY N,
(ii)Cluster of vein and joint poles
and modal plane.

(i)

'- -

MI^ section

017 1 ~

m~81T".

(iii)Great circle spreads of vein and joint poles,
and their equivalent statistical intersection lines.
Small circle s~read
and its axis.

(v) Great circle spread of intersection
lines (modal plane)and its pole.

bles used to derive observed
intersection lines.

Fip 101. Mid Section of roadcut outcrop.
Notice similarity between the modal planes taken from cluster of vein poles (ii) and spread
of intersection lines (v). Its orientation is completely different from the modal planes in the
SE and NW of the outcrop.
Plot (iii) has a small circle spread with horizontal NE axis, in addition to possible great
circle spreads.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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PLANE OF SECION DIPS STEEPLY N

(ii)Poles to veins and modal plane.
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Fie 102. NW Section of roadcut outcrop.
(i) Sketch of outcrop showing NW end of section.
(i)Plot of poles to iein pla&s.~hemodal planes very similar to that in the SE of the roadcut
outcrop (fig 100) but very different from that in the central part of the section (fig 101). The
outcrop is rather disrupted and there are no observed intersection lies for this part of the outcrop.
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(ii)Great and small circle spreads of poles.
and modal planes,

observed intersection lines.

X= fie to vein
o= hlerscUionlimcof r h
xo data from SE outcrop.

xo doto horn nidsectiond outcrop.
N o ~ t d e r s a c X o n r t l N d ~

F~P
103. Plots of all data for roadcut
outcroa
(i) Contoured plot of poles including main
clusters and their equivalent modal planes.
(ii) Great circle spreads of poles, including the
poles to spreads (i.e. The statistical intersection
lines).
(iii) Vein poles used to derive observed
intersections.
(iv) Observed intersection lines.
(v) Great circle spreads of observed intersectioo
(i.e. Predicted modal panes) and their poles. Tw
of these planes (red and green)are similar to
modal planes derived using clusters of poles.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area
projection.

(v) Great circle sp&ds of intersect'i
lines and poles to modal planes.

I

Track

Roadcut

Clusters of pdes
and theirequivalent
modal ~lanes.

I

I
lo

lines and predicted greatw
circle spreads of poles.

Great circle spreads of
intersectionsand their
equivalent poles to
modal planes.

F
i
e 104. Corn~arin~
data for track and roadcut sections,

Notice the N W strikinglvertical great circle spread of poles on both track and roadcut sections,and on the
plot of intersection lines for the track. An equivalent spread is possibly missing from the plot of roadcut
intersecton lines because the outcrop orientation excludes the NEfhoriZontal cluster of poles. This spread
may, in part, be due to folding about a NE trending horizontal fold axis.

(i)Clusters of poles and modal planes.

lii)Clusters of intersection lines and
Wr equivalent predicted great circle
preads of pdes

(1)Great circle spreads of poles and
their equivalent statistical intersection lines,
small circle spreads and their rotation axes.

(Iv) Great circle spreads of intersection lines and
poles to modal pianes, small circle spreads
and their axes.

FiP 105. Plots of all data.
Plots of all poles and intersection lines for all planes- veins and jointdshears for the track
and roadcut outcrops.
(i) shows that there is a significant orthogonal component to the pattern. Two of the three
planes in this plot are the same as planes in the Harding model for the track outcrop.
Notice that in both poles and intersection lines plots the most significant spread is around a
steepvertical NW trend. This could be ,in part, due to folding.

All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

CASE I: PYRAMID APEX.

(i) PLAN VlEW

(ii) 3-D VlEW

Ak

Slip vector

(iii)

In order to work out slip vector, must measure
1) Strikes and dips of planes,
2) Perpendicular (apparent]thickness of veins, within outcrop plane.
31 Lengths of veins,
4) Strike and dip of outcrop plane.

Fig- 106. Theoretical triangular network of veins.
(i) Three veins make a triangle in plan view.
(ii) In three dimensions the three veins define a pyramid.
(iii) Shows measurements necessary to calculate slip vector.

CASE II: DISINTEGRATING WEDGE ('A'-PATTERN].

(ii)

---

Vein material between
these planes,

Country rock blocks 1 and 3 are cut away to show dip of veins,
Block 3 may have moved in the direction of the arrow in order to open the
two outer veins. On the other hand, it may have dropped vertically with respect
to block 1 to open the outer veins, with block 2 also dropping vertically
but by a greater distance than 3, to open the crossbar of the 'A'.

Fip 107. Theoretical trianpular pattern with two through-poiw veins.

(i) In plan view the three veins make an 'A' shape.
(ii) In three dimensions block 2 is still a pyramid, but there is no longer
a simple pyramid-shaped hole for block one to nest back into. Blocks 1
and 3 have also moved relative to one another.

If a = b and p = q, then the displacement vector
is parallel to the intersection line labelled 'I.
If a # b and/or p # q the displacement vector is not parallel to 'I'
but may be calculated if the thicknesses and orientations of all
the veins are known, and also the orientation of the outcrop plane.

Fig 108. Dis~lacementvector for trianpular network with two throu~hgo in^ veins.
The displacement vector may be worked out by nesting the peak of block 2
back into the point at which all three veins intersect in block 3. This gives
the relative displacement of blocks 1 and 3, which is just one component of
the overall movement to open the whole network. Thicknesses and
orientations of all veins, and orientation of the outcrop plane must be
known.

(i) tt+f
b2t;

(ii) t,=f,
t2=t:
L*$

Closing the
shortcut vein
within the plane
of the outcrop.

+

Trying to close
the shortcut vein
within the plane
of the outcrop,

+

(iv) tl<t
Wti
L>t
Fiv 109. Plan view of trian~ularvein networks with two throu~h-goingveins
to show relations hi^ of block movement to vein thickness.
(i) If the displacement vector of block 3 relative to 2 (opening the 'shortcut' vein
or crossbar of the 'A') lies within the outcrop plane then the two through- going
veins will have different thicknesses on either side of the shortcut vein.
(ii) If the two through-going veins are the same thickness on either side of the
shortcut vein, then blocks 2 and 3 do not fit back together within the outcrop
plane. There must have been some 'in-out' movement and the vector of
displacement lies at an angle to the outcrop plane. (In this case the movement
vector would be parallel to the intersection line of the two through-going veinssee previous figure)..
(iii)-(v) Shows plan views for three different scenarios resulting in varying
thickness of the through-going veins on either side of the shortcut veins. Where
bL',
block 2 has dropped with respect to block 3(iii). Where 4 4 , block 3 has
dropped with respect to block 2 (iv). (v) also involves shear opening of the
shortcut vein within the plane of the outcrop. In order to define the displacement
vector one would need to know the orientation of all the veins and the outcrop
plane, the length of both sides of the 'shortcut' vein (4 and&) and the thicknesses
of all segments of the through-going veins (t,, t,', t, and t,'.)

(iii)

Fw 110. Models for rectan~ularnetwork of outcrop 2.
(i) Map of outcrop 2 and rectangular network (Also see fig 96).
(ii) Stereonet plot of all veins in rectangular network.
(iii) Three-dimensional sketch of the network. The top of the
veins in the sketch is the current erosion level.
(iii) Three dimensional pre-erosion reconstruction of the network,
assuming that vein E was a through-going vein that formed
the 'roof of the network. See fig 111 for construction of displacement
vector for the block contained within the rectangular network.

Plane of NS
cross-section(ii).

-

(iii).

Slip vector must lie in the shaded area.

Slip vector may be limited to a
smaller field.

Fie 111. Constraining dis~lacementvector for rectaneular network.
(i) Threedimensional sketch of the network. The top of the veins in the sketch is the current
erosion level.
(ii) & (iii) Vertical cross sections through the block diagram in (i). These diagrams show the
projection of the relative displacement vector for the block contained within the rectangle. The
actual vector must have a movement vector pitching northwards and steeper than the apparent
dip of A in (iv) and pitching westwards and steeper than the apparent dip of D in (v).
(iv) Stereonet showing field in which slip vector must lie.
(v) The field may be limited further by considering opening of veins B an C.
See text for fidler description of derivation.
-
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Chapter Twelve.

DISCUSSION.
THE STRUCTURE OF EPITHERMAL DEPOSITS
ON THE COROMANDEL PENINSULA:
DYNAMIC PROCESSES AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRAIN.

Lines 8- 12 and 1-2 are linear magnetic anomalies; VMFZ=Vening
Meinesz Fracture Zone; NISB=North Island Shear Belt; ECR=East
Cape Ridge; TVZ=Taupo Volcanic Zone.

F ~ 112.
P After Cole. 1986. Location of Coromandel Peninsula and
Hauraki Gulf with respect to maior tectonic features in the vicinity of
New Zealand's North Island.

f i 113.
~ Late strike slir, faulting- in Coromandel Peninsula.
Exact orientations of o,and o,are not known.

MAIN DRIVE

metres

Map of 261iM Ewloration Drive
at Golden Cross
showing locations of for 1:50 sections
presented on Maps 1 and 2.

